Open-loop transient control of modes for the generation of
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ABSTRACT
In the field of haptic, some researches focus on localized stimulations on screens to reduce the
visual burden for e.g. automotive applications [1]. To that end, a velocity field is generated,
where high velocities are produced within a chosen region at a given time. Time reversal or
phased array have been studied on screens equipped with piezoelectric ceramics [2, 3]. However,
these solutions can lack robustness or sharpness.
Closed loop (CL) control of the mode transients may address these issues for a reduced number of
modes. Therefore, we propose to use the modal basis to reproduce a specified velocity field with
a predefined transient. In this paper, a preliminary proof of concept toward CL is presented.
We propose a methodology to select the modes and practically synthesize the voltages to achieve
an open-loop controlled focusing in a prescribed time. Experiments are presented that show the
versatility of the method and a good agreement with the theory for various velocity fields and
a reduced number of modes which demonstrates the applicability of CL solutions.
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up (a) including a beam (A) excited by piezoelectric patches (D), and
examples of controlled shapes and their modal projection (b) involving, from top to bottom, 6, 9 and 16
modes. Reference is in red, modal approximation in black and experimental in blue
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